This work aims at real-time in-car video analysis to detect several critical events in order to alarm and assist police action. Particularly, detecting a tracked or stopped vehicle is a crucial task for further examination of suspects, protecting police safety, and remote monitoring from police station. This paper describes a comprehensive approach to localize targeted vehicles in the video under various environments and illumination conditions. The extracted geometry features on the moving objects and background are dynamically projected onto a 1D profile and are constantly tracked. We rely on temporal information of features for vehicle identification, which compensates for the complexity of vehicle shapes, colors and types. We investigated videos of day and night, and different types of roads, proving that our employed approach is robust and effective.
INTRODUCTION
The use of video in police cars was found to have significant value and the number of such installed systems is increasing [1] . The study points out, besides other things, that in-car video can enhance officer safety; improve agency accountability, and advance prosecutions and case resolution.
The prerequisites for an in-car monitoring application are the detection, localization, and tracking of vehicles. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for detecting and tracking vehicles captured by a vehicle-borne camera. This system could potentially be used as the backbone of the safety application that is connected to officer's microphone, GPS system, and police car's radio.
There have been a large number of papers describing vision system for car detection [2, 3, 4] . In these cases car detection is possible through image segmentation based on movement.
In this paper we propose a car detection method by a vehicleborne camera intended for situations where no prior knowledge is provided for targeting vehicles in the front. We track and identify dynamic vehicles ahead of the police car under a changing environment and illumination.
FEATURE DETECTION
Our goal is segmenting the vehicles close to the camera from the background. This is difficult due to the complex nature of scenes; it contains other moving vehicles, complicated shape and texture of ever changing background. The presence of specular reflection and shadows on the metallic surfaces of cars make the detection unreliable. Cars with colors similar to the background meld into their surroundings and become indistinguishable. In order to avoid including the sky, high buildings, and the police car dashboard in the vehicle detection, we design a mask to filter out the low probability regions of vehicle presence. Vehicles appear most frequently in the image across the projected horizon, meaning that the horizon line passes through the vehicle. The mask is shown as in Figure 2 . Figure 2 Mask the image according to the appearing locations of vehicles. The intensity corresponds to weight of multiplication.
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TEMPORAL TRACKING OF VEHICLES
We project features extracted in the video frames vertically onto the x-axis to generate a 1D representation of the frame content. The 1D projections stacked in time result in a spatio-temporal feature traces. This representation is computed by:
where C(x,y,t) is 1 if (x,y) is on a feature in frame t, and 0 otherwise. An example is shown in Figure 3 , in which the bright stripes show the motion of vehicle. By using the properties of motion, we can distinguish different traces in the spatio-temporal representation to help our vehicle identification task. According to the motion properties, the background scenes captured from a forward-looking vehicleborne camera result in a translation relative to the camera. Their image velocity is high at nearby points on the ground and buildings passing by, and is low at the distant scenes down further ahead. The feature points follow motion traces of hyperbolas expanding from the vanishing point on the road (Focus of Expansion), if the camera motion is a pure translation.
This can be observed in the spatio-temporal image where the image velocity of scenes corresponds to the orientation of the traces; the higher the speed, the more the trace is slanted and eventually exits the image from the left or right side. Therefore, background scenes move sideways with an increasing speed. Using this property of background motion, we can detect the cars which leave consistent traces in the spatio-temporal image.
A tracking history is created for each trace. By defining limits for the last update time and tracking duration we are able to separate the background from the vehicle traces successfully. We have assumed that a target vehicle will not vanish from the field of view rapidly.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have tested our method on videos collected from cameras onboard police vehicles, and videos recorded using a commercial camcorder. These videos contain scenes shot during dusk, dawn, day, and night. In our tests, we found that our method has 89.7% success rate in detecting vehicles. In most cases of correct detection, the duration of the tracking lasts as long as the vehicle remains in the scene. If a vehicle moves too far from the police car, the tracking stops. Example results of detected cars are shown in Figure 4 .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented one component of an intelligent video system to be deployed in police cars. The detection and tracking of the target vehicles is done based on properties in a reduced spatio-temporal representation. This method has successfully detected and localized cars in a substantial percentage of our test videos shot in real situations. This system will eventually be utilized in the detection of critical events during a police stop of a targeted car. 
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